Gabriel Goita – attended the DBSP training in February 2009.
Gabriel is 31 years old and is married with a 10 month old
daughter. He comes from a family of four boys and two girls
and the family grew up relatively poor in one of the rural areas
in Mali. He has a degree in business management and his
main goal in life is to set up a business. Before coming on the
DBSP training, Gabriel tried doing business 3 times but they all
failed. He believed that to start up a successful business
required a lot of money and because he was not able to gain access to money
his businesses failed. Although he had studied in the area of business
management, he still did not really know where to begin to start up his business
and what steps to take in order to start up the business. He also had the sense
that outside influence and assistance determined whether a business would be a
success or a failure. When he heard about DBSP he jumped at the chance to
attend the training and was amazed at how the training helped him to shift his
mindset from thinking that one needing a lot of money and outside help to start a
business to the possibility that one could start with the money and resources one
has. Another thing that he learnt was that business is very practical. In his
business studies, he knew a lot of theory but did not know how to put this theory
into practice. The DBSP training helped him ‘put legs’ on his theoretical
knowledge, so to speak. The thing that impressed Gabriel the most was the way
that the materials were presented and the fact that the training takes the student
on a step-by-step process of self discovery about business and gives one the
practical know how to grow a business from small beginnings in a sustainable
manner. He was also impressed by the moneymaking part of the program, where
one can start with as little as 7 US dollars and grow a business from that small
amount of money. Gabriel actually started his business activity with 20 USD. He
used this money to put together a training program dealing with self management
for youth. From this training, Gabriel made 60 USD. With this money, he was
able to organize further trainings, as well as to offer his services to other small
businesses, helping them to develop marketing plans and to write up their
business plans. From doing these activities, he made 500 USD- 600 USD. He
then landed a contract worth 20,000 USD to train youth workers. Gabriel set up
a business called Youth and Enterprise Development or Y & E for short. The
goal of this business is to help youth develop themselves through selfmanagement, English, computer skills, project management skills and business
start-up training, using the DBSP program. Gabriel has identified that there are
various agencies within Mali that want to focus on training the youth, and he sees
himself as the service provider that provides the
mechanism for these organizations to achieve their
goals.
In early 2010, Gabriel, along with his brothers,
identified another business opportunity, that they are
currently doing. This is to set up a meat processing

business whereby they are the interface between the farmer and the market. The
supply of meat in Mali at this present moment is
particularly poor, and there are a lot of problems around
the hygienic conditions in which meat is transported
and provided for the general public. This has provided
Gabriel with an opportunity to set up a business that
provides quality meat at reasonable prices on a
wholesale level. Mali, being an agricultural country, has
a lot of cattle farming and the average farmer is getting
a very poor deal when it comes to selling their meat.	
  
The business - Mali Viande - is a modern butchery
company that started its activities in September 2010. It
offers meat and meat-related products to the
consumers in Bamako, the capital city of Mali, and has
advanced plans to open up distribution points in other
major cities in the country like Kati and Koulikoro.	
   Mali
Viande hopes to service regular households and to
include servicing hotels and restaurants throughout the places where it operates.
It is hoped that ten years from now, Mali Viande will be known throughout major
cities of Mali because of the quality and the range of meat products being made
available to consumers. There are also plans to expand and
extend its services to countries like Cote D’Ivoire, Ghana,
Senegal and Guinea-Conakry to start with. The idea is to set
up a network that helps the poor farmer in all these countries
to gain access to wider markets, thereby reducing
unemployment and poverty.
Mali Viande is a registered Private Limited Company and
hopes to sell 1,596 cattle and 996 sheep, its first year of
operations. Gabriel and his brothers have already invested
45,000 USD in this business and are looking for a further 100,000 USD by way of
a loan to develop the full potential of the business.
The proposal for this business is attached as a separate document.
	
  

